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Rigorous theorems for surface energies of
finite and semi-infinite jellia

D. Lehmann and P. Ziesche, Technische Universität Dresden,
Sektion Physik, Wissenschaftsbereich Theoretische Physik,
DDR-8027 Dresden, Mommsenstraße 13

(17. II. 1984; rev. 14. IV. 1984)

Abstract. For the general case of a neutral finite jellium with constant background density n
within an arbitrary volume V the virial theorem, the 'detailed' and 'total' Pauli-Hellmann-Feynman
theorems and some expressions for pressure and work functions are derived. Exploiting this general
concept in connection with a consequent introduction and use of surface (as well as edge) energies a

series of rigorous theorems for the special geometries of a sphere, a void, a cylinder and its limits
planar slab and straight wire are obtained. For the limiting case of a semi-infinite jellium one of the
theorems reproduce a theorem given by Vannimenus and Budd.

1. Introduction

Even today the tendency continues, to find rigorous theorems (like 'fix
points') in the otherwise unsolved or only approximately solved problems of the
many-body theory or statistical mechanics and to use them (Velo, Wightman 81).
Examples for such theorems are in the case of the many-body theory of a

quantum mechanical electron gas: Luttinger theorem, Ward identity for the Fermi
edge, fluctuation-dissipation theorem, compressibility sum rule, Ferrei stability
condition, (Pauli-)Hellmann-Feynman theorem, virial theorem. The (Pauli-)
Hellmann-Feynman theorem has been applied recently to the problem of structure

energy and phonons especially of GaAs (Kunc, Martin 83), it is considered as

a powerful tool, when applied to lower-symmetrical displacement patterns (Kunc,
Martin 81, 82), and it is applied to the formation energy of point defects (Deutz,
Zeller, Dederichs 82). Fernandez and Castro (82) discuss the virial theorem in
connection with the boundary conditions for approximate wave functions.

Recently the Virial Theorem (VT) and connected with it the Pauli-Hellmann-
Feynman-Theorem (PHFT) have been considered for finite and semi-infinite jellia
(Ziesche 80; Ziesche, Lehmann 82 and 83-hereafter referred to as I and II,
respectively; Lehmann, Ziesche 83; Ziesche 83). Heinrichs (79) has pointed out
the necessity to start with finite systems. While Vannimenus and Budd (74)
derived a surface theorem for the semi-infinite jellium starting with the (non-
finite) geometry of an extended planar jellium slab, similar but differing theorems
were obtained by Ziesche and Lehmann (82, 83), starting with such finite systems
as a sphere or a spherical shell. Now the reason for that discrepancy has become
clear. While in I and II the 'total' PHFT, which is directly connected with the VT,
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was considered only, we know now, that there exist for each system one VT, but
as much as 'detailed' PHFT, as linear parameters L( are necessary to characterize
completely the geometry (one for a sphere, two for a spherical shell or a finite
cylinder etc.). Exploiting this idea in connection with the consequent introduction
and use of surface energies (as well as edge and corner energies), a series of
theorems are obtained, showing, that the mentioned discrepancy does not exist.

In Section 2 for the general case of a neutral finite jellium with constant
background density n within an arbitrary volume V — (LX,L2,...) the VT, the
'detailed' and 'total' PHFT's and expressions for pressure and work function are
derived. The background density n is assumed to be so high (rs so small), that no
Wigner lattice occurs. Although the groundstate energy EY is defined in the n-Ly-
L2— ¦ ¦ subspace originally only on discrete faces n =N/V with N 1,2,3,..., it
is further assumed that Er can be continued 'naturally' between these faces,
allowing the differentiations (dEF/ôn)Li L;, and (dEy/dLi),,. This should be possible

especially for large enough N (and V). This assumption is also needed for the
work function <pY, where energy differences corresponding to different electron
numbers are replaced by differential quotients. The general expressions are
applied to special cases (special geometries): Sphere (Section 3), spherical void
(obtained from a spherical shell, Section 4), planar slab (obtained from a spherical
shell, Section 5; obtained from a finite cylinder, Section 6), straight wire (obtained
from a finite cylinder, Section 6). Only such cases (electron numbers) are
considered, which lead to potentials cpY(r), possessing the corresponding (spherical,

planar or cylindrical) symmetry; such N creating in the potential additional
(e.g. angular) dependence are excluded. In Section 7 the semi-infinite jellium is
obtained from appropriate limits of the sphere, void, slab or wire. All these latter
limits are taken under the constraint of constant background density n. The
limiting cases, considered in Section 4, 5,6, 7 and Appendix 2, are treated like an
analysis using physical arguments. Section 8 contains expressions for the work
function of a wire and a slab. Finally, in Section 9 the virial theorems for the
surface energies of a sphere, a void, a wire, a slab and for the edge energies of a

cylinder, a double edge, a wire end, and a 90°-edge are presented.

2. General considerations

A system of N electrons is considered, bounded by a positive background,
being homogeneous within a finite volume V (characterized by linear parameters
Ly, L2,...) and zero outside. Thus the background density is given by pY(f)
ndv(f) with n N/V. In the groundstate the electrons are distributed according to
nv(f). The total density (including a factor 4-n-e2 for simplicity, but in difference to
land II) is denoted by vy(r) 4TTe\pY(r)-nY(r)']. The groundstate energy EY
Hy splits into the expectation values of kinetic and potential energy: Ev TY + VY.
All the mentioned quantities depend on L,,L2,... (explicitly and symbolically
marked by the index V) and on n (not explicitly marked).

The Virial Theorem VT) connects fY, VY and EY with each other by

2TV + VV=-l(Li-J-) Ey (2.1)

(see I or Ziesche 83).
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The terms on the r.h.s. of (2.1) can be written (for large enough N and V) as

c)\ [ d\nV d / d\~\ s-(L^)N^=lL'^ir^-(^^)>- (2-2)

d/dn is taken for constant L,, L2,.... On the other hand the detailed Pauli-
Hellmann-Feynman Theorem (PHFT) with respect to one parameter Lt allows to
express the l.h.s. of (2.2) by

The differentiation acts only on the potential energy part of HY and yields

~{L'^t) =3N|dV'v(rW(r) (2.4)

with the abbreviations

,„ Çd3r'vY(r')
cpv(r) v\ 2.6)

J 4-iT \r — r I

The r.h.s. of (2.4) looks like the electrostatic interaction energy between the real
distribution vY(r) of the electrons and the background, producing the electrostatic
potential cpY(f), and a fictive distribution p'Y(f), arising from the constructions of
the PHFT (Lehmann and Ziesche 83; in this paper pY(f) is defined with an
opposite sign). The real distribution vY(r) represents a dipole layer near the
background boundary according to the spilled out electrons, its total amount is

zero (neutrality of the whole system): j'd3riv(r) 4Tre2(ny-N) 0. Also the
total amount of the fictive distribution pY(f) is zero: J d3rp'y(f)
— (Lld/dLi)NV/3V 0. p'y(r) consists of a positive volume part and a compensating

negative surface part:

ri a in r Mr) i a ,..,1 ,._.

Thus the r.h.s. of (2.4) takes the form of a difference between the volume mean
value cpy and a certain surface mean value cpY: Together with (2.2 and 3) the
detailed PHFT's result as

I [^»^ta^-H^*-")
While (2.1) represents one theorem, (2.8) represents a collection of as much
theorems as linear parameters L( (i 1,2,...) exist in the considered case.

For the VT (2.1) the total PHFT arising from (2.8) by summing over all i is
needed:

II bni-^i)}E^3N^-^ (2-9)
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where ^LidV/dLi =3V is used and

<P$ ïv$ §fj:<Pr(ï) (2.10)

(sd means the surface of Y). (2.10) is a consequence of summing (2.7) over
all i:

PYÌf)^IpW) ^+jff~Oy(r). (2.11)

Because 6Y(r) is dimensionless, the Li are combined with r/L^ This implies
—Lid/dLi=(fd/df)i with Xj(rd/dr); r ô/dr. Now d3r ddY(r)/dr is non-zero only
along the surface ^ and equals there — df.

The detailed PHFT's (2.8) and the total PHFT (2.9) are generalized Budd-
Vannimenus Theorems (BVT), they connect derivatives of the groundstate energy
EY with certain mean values of the potential (pY(f). For equivalent forms of the
r.h.s. of (2.8 and 9) see Appendix 1.

The r.h.s. of (2.1) is essentially the pressure, with which electrons act on the
boundary of the background:

I 3Ypy=-Z(Li^-) EY or pr n(<pr'-<p$. (2.12)
II j \ dLj/jv
Zero pressure pY 0 determines the equilibrium background density n0)L.L2

Another quantity of interest is the work function cpY. As shown in II it can be
expressed (for large enough N and V) by

11 / r) \<py=-ey--Yé[Li—-) Sy + al-y-rpr(cc) (2.13)

with eY EY/N. But for completely finite systems (as e.g. a jellium sphere) the
replacement of the energy difference EYN(n) — Ey_N_y(n) by the differential
quotient (ôEyjv(n)/3N)K„ pY, which is involved in (2.13), seems to be the less

justified the smaller the system is (Snider, Sorbello 83b). Probably (2.13) is useful
only for such extended jellia as a planar slab or a straight wire (see Section 8).

In the following special cases will be considered in detail. For this purpose it
is useful to split EY into parts introducing the bulk energy e by

EY NeY Ne + e= lim ey. (2.14)
N,V-»°°
n const

as well as surface, edge and corner energies (indicated by the dots and appropriately

defined). Then from the detailed PHFT's (2.8) special theorems can be
derived for these energies.

3. Jellium sphere

In this simple case only one linear parameter exists, the radius R. Along the
line of (2.14)

ER=Ne+4TrR2o-R (3.1)
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defines the surface energy of a jellium sphere, crR, as a function of R and n. Then
(2.8) specializes to

n*£it+h(3nà-Rà-2)*mni**-tp*) (3-2)

<PrM, ipR (pR(R). (3.3a,b)

with

In view of the limit R—»°° (and n const) the potential <pR(r) is chosen to be zero
deep inside the jellium: (pR(0) 0. In this limit for finite values r an extended
homogeneous jellium (characterized by the bulk energy e) arises and with
<Pr—»0, <pR —>cp the equation (3.2) turns into the bulk theorem

n—e -<p. (3.4)
dn

Here -p means the potential at the semi-infinite jellium surface. (3.4) subtracted
from (3.2) yields the spherical surface theorem

II (3"£-jr^-2)°-r "r(<pr-<pr + <p)- (3-5)

It relates crR and its derivatives to certain potential quantities.
According to (2.12) the pressure is given by pR n(ipR — cpR), approaching

p -n<p for R—»°°. Thus the r.h.s. of (3.5) equals R(pR-p).

4. Spherical shell and void

In this case two linear parameters Ry<R2 exist. It is V 4tt(R3,-Rf)/3, thus
Ri dV/dRi t4ttR? and -Ri(dn/dRi)N =F3nRf/(R^- Rf) for i 1, 2. It is useful
to introduce a 'neutrality radius' R between Ry and R2 by Jo d3rvRlfR2(r) 0, this
means for the electrical field: ERi R_,(R) 0. Thus the jellium shell consists of two
subshells Vy 4tt(R3 - R\)/3 and 72 47r(Ri-R3)/3 with Vy+V2=Y. R
depends on Ry, R2 and n. In the limit Ry—*0 (and following from this R—*0) the
shell simplifies itself to a sphere with radius R2. In the limit R2—»°° a spherical
void with radius R, in an otherwise homogeneous jellium arises.

With e and <rR defined in (2.14) and (3.1), respectively, via

ERl.R1 Ne+4irRlaRl + 4ir.R?o£.,R2 (4.1)

a surface energy o-RiR_. is introduced, characterizing the inner surface and its
interaction with the outer one. Then (2.8) together with (3.4) yields for i 1,2

<Rj^y3nrn-R'm-2-8'-2)^

=FR3n(<pg;;^-cpì?],R2 + <p), (4.2a,b)
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where
fR* dr3

Jr, k2~ ki
(Ri). (4.3a,b)

'Deep inside' means for a spherical shell r R, hence the potential is normalized
as <Pr,,R2(R) 0.

Considering (4.2 and 3) for i 1 in the limit R2—»co a void theorem (theorem
for the surface energy of a jellium void)

| (-RtT^--2)<TR=nRy(cpR-tp) (4.4)

arises with crRiR2—»o-r. and cpR.,R2(r)—»<pRi(r). The first term in (4.3a) vanishes.
Void calculations performed e.g. by Robinson and De Chatel (75) or Gyémânt
and Solt (77) can be used to discuss (4.4), the Ry- and n-dependence of o-Ri is

sketched in Fig. 1.

If one adds (4.2a) to (4.2b) and uses (3.5) for the radius R2, then

(4.5)
results. Inspection of the r.h.s. leads to

n£i|(<PRt.R2-<p) + J d\~^) [<PR„R2M-<PR2(r)]

/6

*t

Figure 1

Surface energy of a jellium sphere (cR) and void (<Tr). Dependence of the sphere or void radius R and
the background density parameter rs, qualitatively.
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In the limit R2—»°° the first term reproduces the r.h.s. of (4.4). Thus (4.5) turns
into a further theorem. If one subtracts (4.4) from this theorem, then

| 3n-^avRl n[R1 J d(^j cpRi(r)-8Ri ], (4.6a)

O^-R.jj 2d(£) [cpuR,(r) + cpR2(r)-cpRi,R2(r)]

+ (§2)3(<p2R,.R2-cpR2)l (4.6b)

is obtained as another void theorem.
Via

E«."^Jim (Er„r2-ER-), Ny n^R3 (4.7)
i\ | R2—*°° j

a void energy per particle is introduced. Its connection with the void surface

energy follows from (4.1): evRi= -e+3o-RJRyn. With (4.4,6a) and (3.4) a
theorem for eR| arises,

-(R'taÜ,el^3LC <s;)'*M+rt-«.]. <4-8>

which agrees with a theorem given by Finnis and Nieminen (77) for the formation
energy of a vacancy, supposing <5Ri 0. The connection of crRi with the formation
energy is the following one: We start with a sphere (R2), create around the centre
a spherical void (Ry) and add the back ground taken away from the middle
beyond the outer surface, i.e. we increase R2 by AR2, the latter quantity
determined by (R2 + AR2)3 R3 + Rl, from which AR2/R2 (R1/R2)3/3 follows.
With (3.1) and (4.1) the energy difference is given by

AflR,,R2 Er„R2+AR2 — Efij
4irR?o-R„R2+AR2 + 4ir(R2 + AR2)VR2+AR2 - 4irRlo-R2. (4.9)

Divided by the void surface 4-n-R2 this yields in the limit R2—»00

(*£**) =«R+^crR) (4.10)
V 4ttR? /R2_ R| 3 VaR2 RV"=c°r

R2—»00

The second term on the r.h.s. vanishes, thus aRi is the void formation energy per
void area.

5. Spherical shell and planar slab

Starting with a spherical shell a planar jellium slab develops for finite r - R in
the limit Ry, R2—»°° but R2-Ry const. To obtain this, via

ÊR,.R2 Ne+47r(R1 + Rl)o-R„R2 (5.1)

a surface energy <tRi r_. is introduced, which is characteristic for both surfaces 1, 2
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and their interaction. Now (2.8) together with (3.4) yields for i 1, 2

>3 a a E>2

and

IrFr! ^_ì?ììr; 2R?+RirR'R2

-FR2

P2^ U ^¦(<pg;:^-yk,.R2+<p)- (5.2)
i< y -r i<2

For the definition of cpR;;R^ and <pk„R2 see (4.3).
Instead of R, and R2 we now use L (Ly + L2)/2 and R, with L, R-R,

and L2 R2-R, hence L (R2-Ry)/2: o-RiR2 aLR, cpR,.R2 cpL.r etc. In the
planar slab limit R—»co, L const it is expected Ly—*L and L2—*L, hence

A^M *&nf(-l) <°< <=ü <«,

R-àr^L)i fOT '-& (54)

With o-LR—*<rL+ar'JR (5.2) takes the form (concerning the r.h.s. see
(A2.35 38))

Ë(»^ÊW*ï-ïH)](**5*)
(l^2|)n[(^3)Lcpi;-(|=Fl)L(cpL-cp)±2ßi.+ ß^ for i {* (5.5)

with

<Pl,r(R=Fz) (PL.r(2)^(Pl(2), (5.6)

<Pl=| d—<Pl(z). <Pl <PlU-). (5.7a,b)

ßL"*{f [[ dz"U(z)(z-*-.)-{ dzvL(z)(z-L)]| for « {*,
(5.8a)

(5.8b)

cpj_(z) is the potential produced by the total (electron and background) distribution

vL(z) of the slab. The right and left jellium surface is situated at z ±L,
respectively. Now the whole r.h.s. of (5.5) is given by

n{f mt-<pL + <p]*[5Lvi-3L(<pL-<p)-2ßL*ßn} for i £ (5. 9)
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Comparison of (5.5 and 9) term by term leads to

II ("£_LôzX=nL(<^~<PL+<p)' (5-10)

I,, à d \ I/o d\

n[5L<p[:-3L(<pL-<p)-2ßiLTß'i] for i {*. (5.11)

Addition and subtraction of the latter two equations for i 1 and 2 yield with
ßL^ißl+ßD/2 and ß'L ßl-ßl
I (3n-^—L-^-2W n[5L<pi:-3L(cpL-(p)-2ßL], (5.12)
II \ dn dL I

\ (n-^-L-^-W=n(ßL+ßD. (5.13)
L \ dn 3L/

(5.10 and 12) allow to eliminate n do-Jdn or L dcrJdL:

II (L^l-iyc n(LcpL:-ßL), (5.14)

(n-^--lW n(2L<p!;-ßL-yL), (5.15a)
II \ dn /

yL=L(<pL-<p). (5.15b)

(5.10 and 12) or (5.14 and 15) are planar slab theorems (theorems for the surface
energy of a planar jellium slab). (5.10) is the planar analog to (3.5).

6. Finite cylinder, straight wire and planar slab

Now a jellium cylinder with radius A and length 2L is considered. The
volume y 7rA2-2L, the total surface si 2 ¦ ttA2 + 2ttA ¦ 2L, the total edge
length is 2 • 27rA. The z-axis is chosen along the cylinder axis, the perpendicular
coordinate is denoted by a( v/x2+ y2). The background density is given by
pAL(a, z) nd(A -a)d(L-\z\). In the limit A—»°° a planar slab of thickness 2L
arises for finite values of a, for finite values of t a-A a semi-infinite slab
(double edge) occurs. In the limit L-.»an extended cylinder or straight wire with
radius A is realized for finite z, for finite s z — L a semi-infinite wire (wire end)
is present. In the limit R—»°° and L—»°° for finite s or t semi-infinite jellia appear,
for finite s and t a 'quarter-infinite' jellium (90° edge) develops. (See Fig. 2.)

Starting with the total groundstate energy of a finite jellium cylinder, Ea,l.
via

2o-L-(^) =(!») -2^
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2A

L z

I
2A

,a

c) d)

Figure 2
a) Finite jellium cylinder (A, L), b) semi-infinite slab or double edge (L), c) semi-infinite wire or wire
end (A), d) 'quarter-infinite' jellium or 90° edge.

the surface energy of a planar slab, aL, is defined. On the other hand

(EaL-Ns\2ttAot (EAX-Ne\ /EAX\
ne (6.2)

defines the surface energy of an extended cylinder, crA. The total energy per area
of a planar slab is given by eL 2 Ln e + 2cr,, the total energy per length of a

straight wire is given by eA ttA2iie +2ttAcja. Finally, via

EAL Ne + 2 • ttA2o-l + 2L ¦ 2ttActa + 2 ¦ 2ttAkal (6.3)
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the edge energy of a finite jellium cylinder, kax, is defined. For A—»°° it is

kal—*kl, this describes the edge energy of a double edge. For L—»oo it is

ka,l—»ka, this characterizes the edge energy of a wire end. For A—»œ and L—»oo

it is kal^k, also kl—»k and ka—>k, where k means the edge energy of a 90°
jellium edge.

If (2.8) is applied to (6.3) it yields with (3.4) the following expressions:
Differentiation with respect to A leads to

n:(2"^-2K+i(2B^-Aiï-1K

+sj(2»^-AaX-1)K^-B(*Ä£-^t+^ (6-4)

differentiation with respect to L leads to

E(n£-LèVi-+l(n£-iK
+ 7T k—^77 ka.l "(<Pa..:-<Pa.l +«p). (6-5)

AL \ dn dLI

The quantities on the r.h.s. of (6.4 and 5) are defined as follows:

^ =rdfô2f'dL<pA-i-(a'z)' (6'6)

L fL z
<PA.L ^7<Pa,l(z), <pX,L(z) cpA,L(A, z), (6.7a,b)

<Pa.l -J d(j^j <PA.L(a), <pi,L(a) cpA,L(a,L). (6.8a,b)

The aim is, to obtain 'pure' theorems for ctl, aA, kal separately instead of the
'mixed' theorems (6.4 and 5). To this purpose we use

<Pa.l(û. z) ^"<Pl(z) for A->°o, (pAtL(a, z) -*<pA(a) for L-»oo,

and

•L, f R / „\ 2

<Pl=J dj-cpL.(z), <p^j d(-|J cpA(a),

<Pl=<Pl(L), <pA=ipA(A)

as abbreviations.
Now, by multiplying (6.4 and 5) with L and taking the limit A—»oo planar

slab theorems are obtained:

Inj— lW nL(cpl;-W;L+<p), (6.9)
\ an /

\n~—^ttK ^(<pÌ:-<Pl + <p). (6.10)
\ an dLI
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Straight wire theorems for <rA arise from multiplying (6.4 and 5) with A and taking
the limit L—»oo

jj (2n^-Ajj--lJ<rA nA(<pA--cpA + <p), (6.11)

2(n-^-ArA nA(cp£-^A+<p). (6.12)
\ dn I

Edge theorems for kal follow from (6.4), inserting (6.9 and 11), or from (6.5),
inserting (6.10 and 12):

(2n- A—--1)kax\ dn dA I
nAL[<p^;-^HL-(<pî;-^IL)-(cp^-(pA)-(p], (6.13)

2(n^-LI7ÌKA.L=nAL[<p^;|:-^IA-(<p{:--<pL)-(<p5-^A)-cp]. (6.14)
\ dn dLI

Now the task remains, to specify the r.h.s.'s and to discuss all these theorems. This
will be done partially in the following.

At first (6.10) agrees exactly with (5.10). The r.h.s. of (6.9) can be rewritten
as

nL(<pi;-(pL + cp-cp[(z)-<p[(0) -cp[(0) + cpL). (6.15)

This together with (6.9) agrees with (5.15), supposed it is

I -f dz[<pl(z)-cpl(0)]-yl= f dzcpL(z)-ßL (6.16a)
II Jo Jo

y[-L(<p[(0)-<pL). (6.16b)

On the l.h.s. because of cplfz) (<pA.L(A, z))A_^ the potential at the boundary of
a double edge comes into being.

The straight wire theorems (6.11 and 12) are similarly treated. At first (6.11)
is the cylindrical analog to (3.5) and (5.10). (6.12) can be rewritten as

(2n£-2)o-A nA((p^-cpA+<p-cpi(a)-(pi(0)A-<pi(0) + (pA). (6.17)

If one subtracts (6.17) from (6.11), it follows

J (-A-^+iyA n(A<p2A(a)-<p2A(0)A+y2A), (6.18a)

yA A(cp2A(0)-cpA), (6.18b)

being the cylindrical analog to (5.14) (in combination with (6.16)). On the r.h.s.
because of <pA(a) ((pAL(a,L))L_^ the potential at the boundary of a wire end
comes into being.
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7. Semi-infinite jellium

Starting with a jellium sphere in the limit R-»oo at the surface, i.e. for finite
s r-R a semi-infinite jellium arises. This means, one should expect (including
other starting geometries)

R R
(TR -+0-, uR(R + s)-+ v(s), cpR(R + s)-*<p(s), - i>£-»N+, - tâ-ïP,

A A
<rA^o-, vA(A + s)-*v(s), cpA(A + s)-*cp(s), jïA->N+,-ip%-+P,

<rL-*<r, vL(L + s)-+v(s), <pL(L + s)-*<p(s), Lvt^N+, Lcpt^P
for a sphere in the limit R —»oo, for a straight wire in the limit A—»co, and for a

planar slab in the limit L—»oo, respectively. The abbreviations

r=[ dsv(s) and P= [
J—oo J—o.

N+=\ dsv(s) and P= ds<p(s) (7.0)
J—oo J—oo

are introduced. The expressions RvR/3, AvA/2, Lv\_, and N+ have in common, to
represent the number of electrons inside the background region divided by the
surface 47rR2 (sphere), 2L • 2itA (wire with L—»oo), and ttA2 (slab and semi-
infinite jellium with A—»oo) in each case. Analogously the expressions R<pR/3 etc.
mean the volume integral of the potential inside the background per surface area.
In the case of a void it is similarly <tRi—»<r, vRi(Ry-s)—*v(s), cpvRt(Ry-s)—>cp(s)
and

y£ tafSS.W-N'. -^JT d'rrt...).4irR

On these conditions the theorems (3.5), (4.4 and 6), (5.10, 12, 14 and 15), (6.10,
11 and 18) turn into theorems for the semi-infinite jellium. Comparing them with
each other essentially two semi-infinite jellium theorems result

n-f o--nP=-ny*l\ Ts,a^7L_ (see (5.15b)), (7.1)
dn

LT + nP= nßsla, ßsla ^ ßL__ (see (5.8 and 12)) (7.2)

together with several equivalent expressions for the r.h.s. of (7.1 and 2):

2ßsla + 3-ysla asph, asph aR^ (see (A2.27b)), (7.3)

(see (A2.33b)), (7.4)

(see (4.6b)), (7.5)

ßA_(see(A2.18b)), (7.6)

2ßsla au, «U=«R
37sla=5ü, 8v 8Ry

0S.a + 2y,la ßw, ß'

ß^ P + (Lcpl(z)-cpl(0) +y\)L^ (see (6.16)), (7.7)

ßsla P + (Acpi(a)-<pi(0)A +7Ì)A^o (see (6.18)). (7.8)

(7.1... 6) are proved in A2, (7.7) is the limit L-»oo of (6.16), (7.8) arises from
(6.18) and (7.2).
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Vannimenus and Budd (74) assume -ysla 0 (this implies also <3U 0 according
to (7.5)). This means, that cpL approaches its asymptotic value cp faster than 1/L
with increasing slab thickness L. A direct comparison of dcr/dn and P J^«, dscp(s)

using the Kohn-Sham calculations of Lang and Kohn (70) confirms this assumption.

But it is till now an open question, whether 7sla 0 can be rigorously
justified or holds only approximately. If -ysla 0 is true, then (7.1... 6) simply
read as

dstp(s) (7.9)

na*ph, asph av 2ßw 2ßsla. (7.10,11)

(7.11) together with (7.10) relates the surface energy of the semi-infinite jellium
to the semi-infinite jellium limits of a sphere, a void, a wire and a slab (the latter
is understood as an appropriate limit of a spherical shell). (6.16), (7.7 and 8)
relate slab or semi-infinite jellium properties to properties of a double edge and a
wire end. From (7.9 and 10) it follows, that the surface energy cr can be directly
calculated from the electrostatic potential supposed asph is known.

8. Work function

In the case of such extended jellia as a straight wire or a planar slab the total
number of electrons tends to infinite. Thus Eq. (2.13), which bases on the
replacement of the energy difference to remove one electron by the corresponding
differential quotient, should apply to these cases. Starting with a finite cylinder
(2.13) takes the form

<t>A.L=-eA,L--[A —+L—j eA.L + -çA,L + -<pA,L-<pA,L(<x>). (8.1)

In the planar slab limit A—»°o with e A,L—» e + crjnL it is

0L=-e-|[^(2 + L-^-)crL-2^l'-<pL]-<pL(oo). (8.2)

With the help of (6.9 and 10) this is rewritten asIl d
<*>'- 4>-r — o-L + <P(°°) -<Pl(°°) + ?'h (8.3)

L dn

where cp= -e + cp-cp(oo) means the work function of the semi-infinite jellium
(with background density n). This agrees with (27) of II taking eL 2nLe + 2<tl
into account. Kohn-Sham calculations for the planar jellium slab have been
performed by Schulte (73, 76) and Campbell et al. (83).
In the straight wire limit L—»oo with eAX—*e + 2aA/nA (8.1) gives

<t>A=-e
3i[^(2+aÄK-2^-^a]-^(0O)- (8-4)
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With the help of (6.11 and 12) this can be rewritten as

12 d
<pA d>- — — o-A+cp(cc)-cpA(c°) + cpA-. (8.5)

A on

Comparing (8.3) with (8.5) the essential replacement is 1/L by 2/A.
The problem of a jellium sphere is of actual interest in connection with the

peculiarities of small particles (consisting of up to about 1000 atoms). There are
attempts to treat them (e.g. their photoemission or polarizability) within the
jellium model (Inglesfield 83, Snider, Sorbella 83a). The problem of a jellium
sphere is also of interest in connection with cluster calculations describing
impurities in simple metals (Hintermann, Manninen 82). From this latter paper
(and Martins 79) follows a qualitative behaviour of crR as shown in Fig. 1. The
work function was calculated on the basis of the density functional formalism
variationally with the help of trial functions (Snider and Sorbella 83b) and
self-consistently within the Kohn-Sham scheme (Ekardt 84). Snider and Sorbella
showed, that the above mentioned replacement holds only for large radii R (the
difference between both expressions - the energy difference and the differential
quotient-is ~1/R). Thus, inserting eR e + 3<rR/nR into (2.13) the expressions

<t>R =-e—^(^2 + R—jo-R+<pR-<pR(oo) (8.6)
nu \ dix/

or with (3.5)

d>R=cp- — — Or + <p(oo)-<pr(oo) + <p* (8.7)
R dn

arise, which are physically of less interest. They correspond (apart from <pR(°°) to
the Lagrange parameter pR in the variational treatment of Snider and Sorbello
(83b): 4>R p.R-cpR(oo). •

9. Virial theorem

For the bulk energy per particle, e t + v, it follows from (2.1 and 2)

2t + u 3n-^. (9.1)
dn

Using this bulk VT, for the surface energy of a sphere, <_rR fR+uR, arises

2tR+vR=(3n^—R^-2)crR. (9.2)
\ dn dR I

The same relation holds also for the surface energy of a spherical void, crR

2«+t)S=(3n^~JR-^-2W. (9.3)
\ dn dR I

This follows from the definition of avR and (2.1,2), (9.1,2). Similarly the VT's for
the surface and edge energies of a cylinder, <rA tA+vA, o-L t\\+vl\ and
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kal= tA.L+t.Â.L are derived:

2fA + v,A=(3n-^-A-^--2)crA, (9.4)

2tL + uL=(3n£-L-^--2)o-L, (9.5)

2teA.L+t;A,L=(3n-^-A-^-L-^—i)ka,l. (9.6)\ dn dA dL I

These are the wire VT, slab VT and cylinder edge VT. While (9.2 or 3 or 4 or 5)
turn for R—»oo or A—»oo or L—»oo, respectively, into the surface VT VT for
the surface energy of a semi-infinite jellium, a= ts + vs, see Vannimenus, Budd
77)

2ts + us (3n —-2V, (9.7)\ dn I

(9.6) turns for A—»00 (slab limit), into the double edge VT for kl teL+veL,

2tL+vl=(3n~L~ì)KU (9.8)
\ dn dL I

and for L—»00 (wire limit) into the wire end VT for ka fA + uA

2tA+vA=(3n^—A~l)KA. (9.9)
\ dn dA I

(9.8) yields for L-»oo the 90°-edge VT for k te + ve

2te + v' \3n — -1JK. (9.10)

The same results from (9.9) for A —»00.

All these VT's have the same structure, explained for the bulk VT (9.1) as an
example: They allow (i) to relate kinetic and potential energy directly to each
other

(3n±-2)t+(3n±-l)v 0 (9.11)

or (ii) to calculate them separately from the density dependence of the total
energy

t=(3n—-l)e, v=-[3n—-2)e. (9.12)\ dn I \ dn I
Similar relations are valid for crR, crR, aA, crL, cr, kal, ka, kl, and k. They have
been discussed for the bulk energy e by Macke and Ziesche (64) and for the
surface energy a by Vannimenus and Budd (77).
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10. Summary

For a jellium, the geometry of which is completely characterized by several
linear parameters, there exists one virial theorem but as much 'detailed' Pauli-
Hellmann-Feynman theorems as such linear parameters appear. Their sum gives
the 'total' Pauli-Hellmann-Feynman theorem, which is directly connected with the
virial theorem. These theorems are also closely related to the expressions for
pressure and work function.

Using this general concept rigorous theorems for certain jellium geometries
have been obtained. Four types occur: (i) The theorems (3.5), (4.4), (6.11), (5.10)
or (6.10) and (7.9) connect for a sphere, a void, a wire, a slab and a semi-infinite
jellium, respectively, the surface energy and/or its derivative with respect to the
background density and/or to the geometry parameter with the electrostatic
potential produced by the background and the electron distribution. Supposed
<5R. 0, then also (4.6) belongs to this type of theorems. In case the Kohn-Sham
equation is solved for the mentioned geometries as being done by Lang and Kohn
(70) for the semi-infinite jellium or by Ekardt (84) for the jellium sphere, then the
results for the surface energy and the potential can be checked with the help of
the corresponding theorems, similar to the discussion of the semi-infinite jellium
by Vannimenus and Budd (74). By the way, the slab theorem (5.10) or (6.10) can
be obtained directly from (2.8), if applied from the very beginning to an extended
planar slab with its energy per area, eL 2Lne + 2crL. Similarly, the wire theorem
(6.11) follows immediately from (2.8), if applied to an extended straight wire with
its energy per length, eA TrA2ne -\-2ttAo-a.

(ii) The theorems (4.6), (5.12, 14, 15) and (7.10) connect for a void, a slab or
a semi-infinite jellium, respectively, the corresponding surface energies and
potentials with certain quantities involving the evolution of the considered
geometry from a 'higher' one (a void arises from a spherical shell, a slab arises
from a spherical shell or a finite cylinder, a semi-infinite jellium arises from a

sphere, a void, a slab or a cylinder). Because of these latter quantities the
mentioned theorems are more complicated and less useful than those of (i).

(iii) The theorems (6.16), (6.18) and (7.7, 8) connect for a slab, a wire and a
semi-infinite jellium the corresponding surface energies and/or potentials with the
potentials, appearing at a jellium double edge or a jellium wire end.

(iv) The theorems (6.13, 14) connect the edge energy of a finite cylinder,
ka,i_> with the potential at the edge, cpAX(a, z). It should be worthwhile to
consider the limits A—»oo (double edge), L—»oo (wire end), and A,L —»oo

(90° edge) and to elaborate the connection with the theorems (iii). The VT's for
the edge energies are given in (9.8, 9, 10).

The Lang-Kohn calculations for the semi-infinite jellium have stressed its
role as a model for plane metal surfaces. Corresponding calculations for special
finite jellia are similarly significant as models or systems of reference for special
problems. Jellium sphere, void, wire, and slab are simple models for small metallic
particles, vacancies (and vacancy clusters or voids), thin wires, and thin films,
respectively. Preliminary attempts for the sphere were mentioned in § 8. In § 4 it
was referred to void calculations. Wire calculations have not been performed to
our knowledge. Slab calculations were mentioned in § 8. Such Kohn-Sham
calculations for special finite jellia can be also used to discuss the work function
according to (8.2, 5) and the VT's according to (9.2, 3,4, 5).
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Appendix 1:

as
According to usual electrostatics the r.h.s. of (2.4) can be equivalently written

3N \ d3rGY(r)i>Y(f) with G'y(r)B[^ 'ft J, (ALI)

or as

3N f d3rFy(f)Êy(r) with PY(r) --%£&, EY(r) -^4^ (A1.2)
J dr dr

Summing over i yield corresponding expressions with Gy-(r) —Z. GV(r) and
Fr(?) X.FV(r), being the total (fictive) potential and field, respectively, caused
by pYir) Y-i p'vif), which - according to (2.11)-can be written as

r. r
pY(r) =--*(?), ir(?) --M?). (A1.3)

dr ÒV

d3r'TTY(f')

This leads to

Gy(f) -p [ "•""¦.,;, (A1.4)
dr J 4tt \r — r \

f* ,--, -r ,- B Id d3r'TTy(f')\
Fy(r)=-TTy(f) +-x(-x r\ A1.5

dr \dr J 4tt \r—r \ I

Thus Gy(r) and taFy(r) —dGv(f)/df arise from an inhomogeneous (fictive) dipole
distribution 77y(r). The r.h.s. of the total PHFT is equivalently given by
3NJd3rGy(r)vy(r)-as discussed and used in I and II-or by

3NJ d3rFy(f)Êy(f)= -3JvJ d3rT}y(f)Êy(f) 3N^Êr (A1.6)

Because of (d/dr)xEY(r) 0 only the first term of (Al.5) contributes. ÊY(f)
-d(pY(r)/df leads consistently once more to 3N(cpY-cpY), the r.h.s. of (2.9). It is
$y d3rEY(r) 0, thus (Al.6) does not depend on the choice of the coordinate
origin.
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Appendix 2:

(i) Semi-infinite jellium (constant background density for s<0): In this case
charge density v(s) and potential <p(s) are connected with each other simply via

<p(s)= [ ds'v(s')(s'-s), [ dsv(s) 0. (A2.1.2)
J—oc J—oc

The potential at the surface, <p <p(0), is given by a semi-moment of v(s). This
holds also for the integral of (p(s) inside the background:

| ds<p(s)=-J dsi>(s)^s2-S, S {J dsV(s')(ss'-y)}

(A2.3,4)

To guarantee cp(-oo) 0, it is supposed

L ds'v(s')(s'-s)-*0 for s-»-oo. (A2.5)

There are arguments (see e.g. Lang, Kohn 70) for Friedel oscillations according to
v(s)^3n cos 2(kFs-yF)/(2kFs)2=vFr(s). They fulfill (A2.5), but (with k3F= 3Tr2n)

« -—2 {sin 2(kFs - 7f)}s^-», (A2.4')
(4-tr)

which is exactly compensated by a corresponding part of the first term on the
r.h.s. of (A2.3). If one splits the Friedel term vFr(s) from the rapidly enough
decaying remainder term fr(s) according to ids) ö(.s --s)i'hr(s) + vr(s) with an
arbitrarv cut-off parameter s<0 to be chosen appropriately, then it is exactly

f" f" 1
I ds«p(s)=-| dsv'(s)-s2. (A2.3')

Alternatively the unphysical terms do not at all appear, if a convergence factor
exp {8 ¦ s) with <5>0 is included into the Friedel oscillations.

(ii) Planar jellium slab (constant background density for |z|<L): vL(z)
v, (L ¦+ s) and ipr(z) tpL(L + s) are in the following denoted by irL(s) and <pi_(s),

respectively. They are connected with each other via

<pL(s)= f ds'v,(s')(s'-s), f dsvL(s) 0. (A2.6.7)
J i J i.

Lip | is given by

f" f° 1

ds<p,(s)= dsi>L(s)-s2. (A2.8)
J J 2

For L—»oc one should expect f, (s)—>^(.v), <p, (s)-*<p(s), Li>lz—>N>, and LcpJ —»P.

This means (with Ar, (s) c, (s)- f(s))

j dsAvL(s), j di Aiv, (s)s, J ds(fI(s)-^r(s))s2^0 (A2.9)
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for L—»oc. With these assumptions the Eqs. (A2.6,7,8) approach (A2.1,2,3') term
by term. Thus the slab theorem (5.14) tends with aL—*cr, ßL—»ßsla to -<r
n(P-ßsla), proving (7.2). (5.15) approaches the Eq. (nd/dn-l)a
n(2P-7sla-ßsla), proving (7.1 + 2).

(iii) Straight jellium wire (constant background density for a<A): vA(a)
vA(A + t) and cpA(a) cpA(A + r) are in the following denoted by vA(f) and <pA(t).
They are connected with each other via

<pA(t)=[a dt'VA(t')A(i+^y^, £ d(i+^)2,A(o=o.

(A2.10,11)

<pA—(pA(0) and A<pA are given by

<Pa J dt vaU)a{\+-£j in {l+jj (A2.12)

and

A^=-[°a df,A(0A2^+|J+^-(l+-i)ln(l+:i)], (A2.13)

respectively. For A—»œ one should expect vA(t)—*v(t), <pA(t)—*<p(t), Ai~>A—*2N*
and A(pA—>2P. This means (with AuA(t)= vA(t)- v(t))

J dtAvA(n)(l+^),f dti\vA(t)A(\+-£}ìn(l + -£)->0 (A2.14.15)

f d(AvA(04-i+|^+^-(l^)ln(l+-i)]-,0, (A2.16)

J-A

and

A

where

Il d^(t)A2[x+2^-(1+i)ln(1+x)]^S' ll **>£-*
(A2.17a,b)

and (A2.3,4') are used. The other terms on the r.h.s. of the wire theorem (6.11)
are with (A2.12 and 1) given by

A(<pA-<p)=f dMr)A2[(l+£)ln(l+-£)--£|-A j dtv(t)t + ßA,

(A2.18a)

ßA^j d.Al;A(t)A2(l+-£).n(l + -£). (A2.18b)

For A—»oo it is ßA—»ßw and the first two terms on the r.h.s. of (A2.18a) yield
with (A2.17a,3,4') together simply -P, thus

A(<pA-cp)^-P+ß™. (A2.19)
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Hence (6.11) approaches (2nd/dn - l)cr= n(3P-ßw). This proves 2 • (7.1)-(7.2)
and (7.6). ßw can be rewritten with the help of (A2.16).

(iv) Jellium sphere (constant background density for r<R): vR(r) vR(R +s)
and <pR(r) <pR(R + s) are in the following denoted by vR(s) and <pR(s). They are
connected with each other via

fs 1 + s'/R f °° / s \3
,r(s) \r ds',R(s')(s'-s)jT^, j

r
d(l+-) ,R(S) 0.

(A2.20.21)

The potential <pR—<pR(0) and the term RipR are given by

<pR J dsvR(s)s(l +^) (A2.22)

and

J?<pS=-J" ds^(s)(|s2 + 2^ +^), (A2'23>

respectively. For R—»oc one should expect vR(s)—*v(s), <pR(s)^<p(s), Rv^—*
3N+, and R<pR—>3P. This means (with AvR(s) vR(s)- v(s))

| dsAvR(s)(l+^),J ds AvR(s)s(l+j^-*0 (A2.24,25)

and

f° /3 s3 s4 \
J dsAVR(s)[-s2 + 2- + —2j-^0, (A2.26)

where (A2.17b) and J^R ds v(s)s4/2R2^>-S is used. The other terms on the r.h.s.
of the sphere theorem (3.5) are with (A2.22) and (A2.1) rewritten as

f° 1 f R

R(cpR-<p) 2 dsi^(s)-s2-R dsv(s)s + aR, (A2.27a)
J- R 2 Loo

aR=\ dsAvR(s)s(R + s). (A2.27b)
Lr

For R—»°o it is aR^asph and the first two terms on the r.h.s. of (2.27a) yield with
(A2.3,4') together simply - 2P, thus

R(<pR-cp)-»-2P + asph. (A2.28)

Hence (3.5) approaches (3nd/dn -2)a= n (5P-asph). This proves 3 ¦ (7.1)-(7.2)
and (7.3).

(v) Conjecture concerning asph and ßw: They are eventually simply given by

asph={R| dsAvR(s)s] ßw \A \ dt AvA(t)t\ (A2.29)
l J-R Jr—oc l J-A JA-^o

because the higher order terms s2 and 3t2/2+t3/2A perhaps don't contribute.
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(vi) Spherical jellium shell (constant background density for Ry<r<R2):
"R„R2(r) and <PR1,R2(r) are connected with each other via

<PR„R2(r)=f drVR„Rta(r')(r'-r)-, (A2.30)
Jr r

f d3rvR„R.(r) 0, f d3rvR„R2(r) 0 (A2.31a,b)
J0 ¦> R

For a uoid the limit R2—»°° is considered: r-R| R2(r)—*vvRi(r), <pRl R,(r)—»<pRi(r),
R-^oo. Now fR,(r) 1/^,(1?!-s) and <pR\(r) <p'R(Ry-s) are denoted by v^(s)
and <pR,(s), respectively. Then the r.h.s. of the void theorem (4.4) is given by

K,(<Pr,-<p) R.[J ds^,(s)s(l-~)-J dsv(s)s] (A2.32)

and rewritten as

f° 1

Ri(<Pr,-<p)=-2 dsVr(s)-s2-aRr (A2.33a)
J—oo -£

a^=-R,( dsrvRl(s)-v(s)]s+ f ds[vRi(s)-v'(s)]s2. (A2.33b)

In the limit Rj—»oo one should expect vRl(s)—*v(s), cpRi(s)—»<p(s), and aR^a".
Thus with (A2.3') it is R1(<pRi-<p)-*2P-av and '(4.4) tends to -2cru
n(2P-au). This proves (7.2 and 4).- In the other void theorem (4.6) the first term
on the r.h.s. is given by

r d3np«'(r) r° / s v3 Rl
4^R2 =-R, J d[l-—j <pvRl(s)^3P for R,^oo. (A2.34)

Assuming 8R|—»<5U for R!—»oo the Eq. (4.6) approaches 3nda/dn n(3P-8v).
This proves (7.1 and 5).

For the planar slab limit the r.h.s. of (5.2) has to be inspected. The first term
is given by

Ri^'^l R^Rl [\oa(1+Ì)3<PÌRÌZ)+\o' d(1_i)3<p^R(z)]' (A235)

where for r>R the substitution r R + z is introduced and tpRiR2(R + z) is
denoted by <p^,R(z), and for r<R the substitution r R — z is introduced and
<Pr„r2(R~z) is denoted by <Pl,r(z). In the limit R—»oo, L const one should
expect viUR(z)-^vL(z), <pL,r(z)-*<Pi.(z) and

^J 'dz(R^z)2viL,R(z)^\ dzuL(z),

-^ f 'dz(R*z)2d>lR(z)^ f dz<K(z)

(A2.36)
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for i 1,2. Thus with (5.3) it is

R,<PR)k^(**l)L<pl:+ß'L, (A2.37)

ß'c {-{^ [[ 'dzq>lR(z)+[ 2dztplR(z)-2^ dz<pL(z)]}R^. (A2.37b)

The other terms on the r.h.s. of (5.2) are with (A2.30 and 6) given by

R(<PR,.R2-<p)^±2L<pJ:+(|Tl)L(<pL-cp) + 2ß'L. (A2.38)

(A2.37 and 38) inserted into (5.2) yield (5.5). ß'i is in (5.8b) equivalently
expressed.
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